
 

Minutes of the HCV Joint Committee meeting held on Wednesday 29th April, 2020 at 7.30pm  
by video-conference 

 
 
Present:      
 
Owen Mc Laughlin (OM) - Secretary 
Wendy Oldfield (WO)  - Earith Speedwatch 
Andy Bush (AB)  - Hilton HAT 
Brian Burpitt (BB)  - Earith Speedwatch 
Gareth Wilson (GW)  - ECDC 
Chris Ray (CR)  - Haddenham PC 
Neil Harris (NH)  - Willingham PC 
Mark Inskip (MI)  - Sutton PC, ECDC 
Lorna Dupre (LD)  - ECDC, CCC 
 
Welcomes and Apologies 
 
Apologies were received from Laura Chorlton, Liz Ruse, Margaret Lumb, Pauline Wilson, Jeff Nicolls 
 
BB agreed to act as Chair for the meeting. 
 
Minutes of the last meeting held on February 26th, 2020 
 
No issues were raised that are not covered under the agenda items. 
 
Review of outstanding Actions 

 

 

Action Description By 

1 Monitor MG planning applications re: Colne Fen etc OM/WO 

2 Respond with ideas re: the CIO formation All 

3 Send Lattas Farm Incinerator AQ report to AJ OM 

4 Contact PCs re: further environmental testing OM 

5 Traffic Measurements after opening of Ely bypass LD 

 

1. Monitoring ongoing – meeting report to follow 

2. No further responses received by WO 

3. Done 

4. OM reported this had not progressed 

5. LD said that traffic numbers should have been reported by April 17th but this had not happened. 

She will keep chasing., 

 

1. TRO Progress 
 

• Diamond Area Steering Group Report 

WO said that the interim report showed two automatic count locations at Earith, one east of George Corner 
and one at Earith Bridge. There also seemed to be a manual counting exercise in June near the airforce 
memorial in Earith. But this was only manned from 7am to 7pm. This report is focused on the A1123 and it 
is unclear if the exercise will properly measure North-South HCV traffic going through the area. We need to 
examine the report more closely.  
 
AB said that the reporting of accidents also seems very selective. It is hard to get true accident figures as 
only incidents involving injuries are recorded.  
 
CR said that the 7% figure given for through traffic seems very dodgy. More data is needed. 



 

BB wondered what criteria were used for the definition of through traffic. 
AB said it was the ‘dwell time’ of vehicles within the Diamond that was used to decide if they were through 
traffic or not. Also the number of HCVs recorded in Hilton is not down by much at the moment. 
NH said he had received reports that the number of lorries through Willingham was actually increasing. 
WO said she had not been able to find the general ‘routing agreement’ alluded to by Lou Mason-Walsh at 
the February meeting. (The consensus was that this was a reference to the County Council’s Advisory 
Freight Agreement). 
Action: Further study of the report needed. 
 
 

2. Environmental Monitoring 
 

• NO2 monitoring 

OM said that the lockdown meant the servicing of NO2 tubes was not possible so there are no updated 
figures. But data from the automatic pollution monitoring station in Huntingdon shows significant falls  in 
average NO2  levels in the last 3 months in  2020 in comparison with the same period last year.  

NO
2
 Pathfinder House 

 January February March April 

2019 39.7 46.4 32.9 44.9 

2020 31.8 22.3 20.4 27.9 

Fall 19.8% 51.9% 37.9% 37.8% 

Similar falls are being reported throughout the UK. It was not possible to compare PM figures due to 
incomplete data capture.  

• Health Impact Reports 
 
OM reported on new scientific studies published since the last meeting that focused on the links between 
air pollution and health impacts. 
A study by Stockholm University on the links between long term exposure to air pollution and increased 
incidence of cardiovascular disease leading to dementia was published in March 2020.  
 
A preliminary study by the University of Bologna found the presence of  RNA material from the Covid-19 
virus on PM particles. There is no conclusion yet as to whether this is a viable mode of transmission but it 
requires further investigation. 
 
There are numerous ongoing studies worldwide into associations between the level of Covid-19 mortality 
and local levels of air pollution. Such an association seems plausible given that both Lombardy in Italy and 
Wuhan in China suffer from very high air pollution levels.  
 
These latest studies have been stored in the HCV document archive at: 
 

http://www.hilton-village.com/index.php/documents-and-info 
 

 

• DfT De-Carbonisaton Policy 
 
The DfT published its plans for de-carbonising transport in March 2020. The scope and ambition of the 
plans, particularly as expressed in the foreword by Grant Shapps, has been widely welcomed by 
environmentalists.  
 
CR said there was really no detail on implementation in the document. 
AB thought the target date of 2050 for reducing Greenhouse Gas emissions to zero was a fantasy. 
MI had found some good stuff in the document. The ride sharing ideas are one example of this. 
 
 



 

 
 

3.  Planning Applications 
 

• Willow Hall Farm (E/3003/18/CM) 

 
More documents had been added to the Willow Hall Farm application since the last meeting. Bluntisham, 
Earith  and Haddenham PCs have re-stated their opposition. Willingham PC have been consulted for the 
first time and have objected on the grounds that there is no impediment to HCVs from the development site 
travelling through Willingham on the B1050. This would cause unacceptable levels on noise and pollution 
and further damage the road. Also the Transport Statement had not been updated although the opening of 
the new A14 has made all the distances given for the various routes from the site incorrect.  
 
CCC have requested further protection for endangered species and the Historic Environment Team have 
concerns regarding the disruption of paleo river channels through quarrying with unknown effects on the 
wider hydraulic environment. They have requested that more studies be made. 
 
GW said that there will be a special meeting of the Haddenham Level Drainage Board to discuss the 
application. Farmers in the vicinity are very concerned about their water supplies and are trying to stop it. 
Also they want a clear statement on the area that is being dug and the water requirements because these 
details are not obvious from the existing documentation. 
 
AB asked if these meetings of the drainage board were public. 
MI said that the meetings did appear to be open to the public. 
BB said there were still big areas of uncertainty. For example, why are 25 hectares being dug when the 
scale of the reservoirs has been much reduced? 
 
There was a discussion over whether the HCV group should put in another response. GW thought we 
should at least re-iterate our opposition as the PCs have done. OM said perhaps we should add some new 
information such as the deficiencies of the Transport Statement and perhaps references to the latest 
medical papers on the effects of air pollution. LD cautioned against using evidence that was, at this stage, 
only speculative. GW agreed. AB thought it did no harm to include concerns raised by respectable scientific 
journals. 
 
Action: OM to provide a draft response. 
 

• Colne Fen (FMW/025/19) 

 

WO said that Mick George is still refusing to use the Haul Road unless CCC grant an extension to the 
activities at Colne Fen. He is still moving material even though the permission has expired. 
 

• Lattas Farm (17/01617/FUL) 

 
OM had submitted an FOI request about progress to the work at Lattas Farm.  No response to this has 
been received as yet. WO had also made some enquiries to Helen Wass. Work commenced in June 2016 
and was supposed to last for 5 years. Also the first reservoir should have been ready and filled by the end 
of 2018. 
 
WO had received a response saying that work is on schedule to end by July 2021 but the specific reservoir 
deadline had not be met. Also Covid-19 pandemic may have some impact on these timescales.  
 
 

4. Transport Action Network legal action on road building 
 
Lawyers acting for the Transport Action Network (Tan) have begun legal proceedings against the 
Department for Transport calling for the road-building scheme, which was confirmed last month by the 
chancellor, Rishi Sunak, to be suspended. They argue that ministers did not take into account the 
government’s legally binding commitment to reach net zero emissions by 2050. They also say the 



 

government has not considered whether the £27bn programme is in line with its obligations under the Paris 
climate agreement. Many organisations, such as CPRE, are supporting this action so should the HCV 
Group do the same? 
 
CR said that the road building programme could not be reconciled with the government’s de-carbonisation 
strategy or the Paris climate agreement and shows a lack of joined-up thinking. But it is not obvious what 
we can do to support it.  
 
The consensus was that HCV should support this action but are not in a position to provide financial 
support. We should think about what support we can give and discuss at the next meeting. Details of the 
campaign and other TAN activities can be found at; 
 

https://transportactionnetwork.org.uk/ris2-legal-action/ 
 
5. CIO Progress 
 
Not much progress has been made in forming the CIO. Does the group still think this should be taken 
forward? 
NH thought it was a good idea. PCs are more inclined to support a group through funding rather than to pay 
for things directly such as environmental testing.  
BB thought it would be best to just go ahead and start the process. 
WO agreed to do this but the CIO would still need trustees. 
OM said that Christine Ward had agreed to advise on the process as she had set up a CIO in Cottenham. 
 
Action: WO to go ahead with CIO application. 
 
 
 
Next Meeting Date:  Tuesday, June 2nd 2020 at 7.30pm by video-conference. 
 


